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Can you believe 2022 is coming to an

end? It's been a fast long year if you

know what I mean! I am proud of what

we have been able to do in a post-

pandemic world, expanding

internationally and making our name

even stronger in the USA. 2022 was a

year of slow growth; we took a break

from the 'new' to focus on the 'forever' -

growing our community, being

intentional about where and how we

spend our budget, partnering with

meaningful creators, and setting

intentions for the year(s) to come. We

end the year on a high note with the

launch of our highly anticipated

Chroma Lux Glitter Pigment Collection,

which we debuted at our launch party

earlier this month. Seeing the love for

this hero product was incredible, and

we are excited about the doors this

category is helping to open! Thank you

to all of our partners for sticking with us

and helping to grow this exceptional

brand and to our educators for

providing incredible support on and

offline; we could not do it without you!

Let's look at Bodyography's amazing

wins as we close out another year.

Happy and safe holidays to all! 



EXPORT

NEWNESS

We are working on a new collection for SUMMER 2023 that will be

a  new style for us, launching several new categories in a small

collection. We are focusing on skin health and hydration and

making daily use of these products. They will become the base

and cornerstone of your makeup and can be dolled up or dialed

down to your liking! Without giving too much away, we are

finalizing a new brow product, new lip liner shades, liquid blush, lip

treatment, and a glowing primer.  

We have been formulating and designing BodyographySPA, a

new family of bath, body, and wellness products; we hope to

showcase this collection at Bologna Cosmoprof. This collection will

embrace skin care formulas for your body and treat your skin to a

burst of luxurious wellness. We cannot wait to share what we have

been working on with you.  LAUNCHING HOLIDAY 2023.

NEW INTERNATIONAL

MARKETS

Malaysia 

Peru

Mauritius

Kazakhstan 

Panama

Trinidad

Italy

Guatemala
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We had a highly successful launch of our

Chroma Lux Glitter Pigment Collection! Thank

you for joining in on celebrating these new

colors; they were a big hit and continue to

gain much press. 



CHROMA LUX LAUNCH
NYC DECEMBER 2022 

Bodyography x Glamor x Blushington Holiday

Party in NYC  
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TRENDS

Vampire Skin is back, and it's glossier than ever. This trend

takes highlighting to the next level, applying glow all over

the skin for a luminescent sheen that transcends dewy

skin. Achieve this look by using your highlighter of choice

on the skin before and after foundation; this includes

wearing Glitter Pigments on the skin and the eyes!

The tools you need to achieve the Soft Goth makeup look

are smudged liner, burgundy shadow, and vampy lips; think

Megan Fox or Wednesday Addams. To get this look right,

keep the skin simple and fresh and focus on eyes or lips; one

or the other makes this look current and soft rather than full-

blown gothic! We love smudging Spectra or Caviar Glitter

Pigment alone on the lower lash line for a glam take on Soft

Goth, or run Black Walnut liner alone on the lash line and

smudge with a finger!

VAMPIRE SKIN

SOFT GOTH

90's NUDE

The 90s Super Model look is not going anywhere in 2023;

expect to see sculpted complexions, burnished brown eyes,

and lined lips.  The Lip Liner is the lip product of the moment;

it can be used to overline the lips, create an ombre effect

and be used as a lip color. We love Timber and Rosewood

Lip Pencil with a dab of Mistral or Pop The Question Lipstick

for a pop of highlight! 
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